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Abstract
Biomineralized structure exhibit shapes containing
faces or pseudofaces not expressed in crystals grown
from pure solutions. Understanding the underlying
principles by which small molecules and
macromolecules modify the shape can shed light on
biomineral processes and suggest strategies for design
of modifiers to control synthetic crystal habits.
This talk presents our comprehensive
investigation of stereochemistry and molecular scale
growth modification on crystal surfaces of calcite and
calcium oxalate monohydrate, two common
biominerals, by small molecules, polypeptides, and
proteins using in situ atomic force microscopy and
molecular modelling. Examples will be given from
the two systems to illustrate the important conclusion
of that important molecular-scale interaction that
drives modification is between the additives and a
specific set of steps on the existing crystal faces. And
the discussion will be made on the implication of new
finding to bio-inspired material design and to the
development of more effective therapies for human
diseases.
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